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We wish you a beautiful summer and relaxing holidays - maybe with food for thoughts from

our current “Summer Readings”, which provide you with specially selected book

recommendations from our team!

During the summer we will work on the last project of our current research topic about the

Consequences of the European Elections and think about Europe's potential to take the lead

in fighting climate change.

In the name of the whole team:

Karl Aiginger, Heinz Handler, Anna Kanduth, Vanessa Koch and Alina Pohl

www.querdenkereuropa.at
Thank you for forwarding this newsletter to friends and partners!

1. Research Topic 2019:
Consequences of European Elections 2019 for Europe and Globalization Strategy

Renationalization Calls, Programs and Impact on New Strategy: The initial situation before

the European Elections in 2019 was characterized firstly by the withdrawal of the USA from

globalization, multilateralism and climate policy and secondly by China's attempt to regain

its former supremacy and take over technology leadership in important areas of the future,

thirdly the starting position before the European elections and new tendencies towards

totalitarianismand disregard for human rights. These topics have been examined besides

the identification of counter-strategies that emerged in the election programs and influence

Europe's future strategy.



The Research Topic 2019 was split into three subprojects. The first two were (I) The

Connection between Populism and Industry Development about reasons and backgrounds

for populist tendencies, (II) Reform Concepts in European Elections and Election Results

analyzed the election programs of the European Elections 2019. The third topic (III.)

Consequences of Elections for Europe and Globalization Strategy focuses onthe new

Commission and the European strategy to be developed after the elections. The new

Parliament, the new Commission and the new Council must redefine Europe's strategy in a

very different political and social landscape. Given the delayed schedule for building a new

commission, and the insecurity about date and version of the Brexit, we have to decide in

which form and at which time we will make the proposals.

 
Award “Call for Papers”
In a Call for Papers, students and young researchers were invited to submit their Bachelor

or Master thesis on The Connection between Populism and Industry Development.  We are

proud to award Daniel Gaubinger the Prize for an Outstanding Research Paper, Florian Zink

and Maximilian Schett the Promising Paper Award. Congratulations!

 
Publications
Karl Aiginger: Populism and Economic Dynamics in Europe, Policy Paper

1/2019 and Executive Summary (german)

 
Karl Aiginger et al: Analyse der Wahlprogramme für die Europawahlen 2019, Policy Paper

2/2019.

 
Clemens Schmid: Gibt es einen Zusammenhang zwischen der Wahl von

Rechtspopulistischen Parteien und der Beschäftigung in der Industrie, Flash Paper

2/2019.

 
Heinz Handler: European Identity and Identitarians in Europe, Flash Paper 2/2019.

The Project was supported by the Future Fund of the

Republic of Austria (Zukunftsfonds der Republik

Österreich).

2. Priorities for second half of 2019:
Europe´s Potential to take the Lead in Fighting Climate Change

We analyze the innovations and deficiencies of current plans of EU member counties and



the activities and feedback by the European Commission to reach the Paris 2015 goals.

 Fighting climate change has substituted migration as top priority of European citizensand

European Political agenda. An ambitious forward-looking strategy will reduce repair cost

and boost employment and high road competitiveness of leading countries. European

technology cold be used in other regions, however adapted to local conditions and

preferences. In the next months, we will emphasize topics about the climate change,

 country strategies as well as EU strategy. 

We connect this upcoming topic with our past research topics on globalization, populism

and results of the European elections. We invite members, cooperation partners, board

members and interested persons closely to work together on this new research topic.

(Contact: karl.aiginer@querdenkereuropa.at)

3. Summer Readings 2019

The reading recommendations for this summer comprise six short articles and four books

that focus on two topics. The first topic is European internal reforms, which are necessary

and feasible after the elections that demonstrated a rising interest in European topics and

in which the pro-European and pro-reform parties of the middle won, while populist parties

made fewer inroads than expected. The second topic is how Europe can increase its global

leverage through cooperation with Africa and India, limiting or complementing the quest for

leadership of China and/or the unpredictability of the Trump-led USA.

 
Please find the list here.

4. Press & Media

Various Press Articels, OpEds and commentaries have been published from PCC team-

members.

Find all articels here.

 
Selected press highlights from 2019: 

„Demokratie kann man überall verbessern“, Karl Aiginger in „Die Presse“ (24.6.2019) about

Strategies for dealing with illiberal regimes like Hungary.

 
“Rückbesinnung auf die Europa-Idee”, Heinz Handler in der Wiener Zeitung (21.5.2019) if

there is a "European identity" or only identitaries - the EU election forces us to think about it.

 
Ö1 Saldo: ”25 Jahre EU-Mitgliedschaft”  (17.5.2019)  with a resumee of the Austrian EU-

Membership 25 years after the referendum. The Ö1 business magazine Saldo looked back



on 1994 and spoke with the two former chancellors Franz Vranitzky and Wolfgang Schüssel

as well as with the economic researcher Karl Aiginger.

 
Ö1 Radiokolleg: „Das Europäische Parlament“ (7.5.2019) with Karl Aiginger.

 
„Die Östliche Partnerschaft der EU braucht einen neuen Ansatz“,  “Standard” (13.5.2019),

Philipp Brugner, EU Youth Ambassador of the Eastern Partnership, about the EU

 neighbourhood policy in Eastern Europe and that long term goals are not yet clear.

 
The conclusion section of our Policy Paper 1/2019 “Populism and Economic Dynamics in

Europe” was published on the Blog #loveyouEU of our new cooperation partner, which was

followed by a lively online discussion. Part I and Part II. 

 
“It’s the emigration, stupid: Wo Viktor Orbán irrt”,  “Die Presse” (28.3.2019), Karl Aiginger

about the misleading EU policy of the Hungarian Prime Minister. 

5. New Board Members

We are pleased to welcome two new members to our Policy Board: 

Renate Anderl, President of the federal Chamber of Labour & Ulrike Lunacek (former Vice

President of the European Parliament).

6. Previous Events

Award of the Schumpeter Prize to George Soros for his commitment to the freedom and

promotion of science, 21 June 2019. Karl Aiginger, Edeltraud Hanappi-Egger (Vienna

University of Economics and Business), Michael Ignatieff (Central European University) and

Ewald  Nowotny (President, Schumpeter Society) discussed the question „European

Integration under Threat from Illiberal Democracies?.

Press Conference "Grenzen der Geduld", 22 May 2019: Hannes Swoboda (Club of Rome -

Austrian Chapter), Friedrich Hinterberger, (sustainability research institute SERI), Karl

Aiginger (PCC), Donna Engel (Extinction Rebellion) and Herbert Formayer (Scientists for

Future) demanded that Europe and Austria to take the leading role in climate policy. There is

no scientific question that fast action is needed.

Europawahlen entscheiden Zukunft Europas, 25 April 2019: PCC-Event in the University

Vienna with the analyzation of the Election Programs of the European Elections. With

Wolfgang Bachmeier (OGM), Maria Maltschnig (Karl Renner Institut), Thomas Meier



(Institut für Staatswissenschaft, Universität Wien), Andreas J. Schröck (European Dialogue),

Karl Aiginger and Ruth Kreuz.

Populismus und Europawahlen, 15 March 2019: PCC-Event in the House of European Union

Vienna, presenting the outcomes of the analyzes on the connection between populism and

industry development, with EU-Commissioner Johannes Hahn, Ulrike Lunacek (EU

Parlament Vice President a.D.), Karin Priester (University Münster), Sofia Maria Satanakis

(Austria Institut für Europa- und Sicherheitspolitik, AIES) and Petra Stuiber (Der Standard).

Find all Events here. 

7. PCC Membership

The increasing number of members and cooperation partners, hundreds of visitors to our

panel discussions and overwhelming feedback on our activities show us that we are

addressing the pulse of time: a need to discuss the future of Europe in the globalizing world,

stimulate reforms, develop a new narrative for Europe and reconnect Europe with its

citizens.

If you are interested in contributing to our work and would like to actively participate in

designing Europe's future, we look forward to welcoming you on board as a new PCC-

Member!

For further information, please visit our homepage.

Contact: vanessa.koch@querdenkereuropa.at

8. Cooperations

We are proud to present our new cooperation partner

#loveyouEU

 
see the LOVE YOU BLOG - Articles about the EU, Peoples

Ideas for it and what you can do to embody Europe.

Cooperations with other organizations and platforms exist and are highly welcome. A

special concern of the Policy Crossover Center is the involvement of youth. The younger



generation will decide Europe’s future in the long run and hence decide upon nationalist

versus open solutions.

If you are interested in cooperating with us, please contact us.

 
For further information, please visit our homepage.

Contact: alina.pohl@querdenkereuropa.at

We welcome your valuable advice and inputs on the discussion about Europe’s future! Please
feel free to comment on our work at info@querdenkereuropa.at

 
Please note: If this message ends up in your spam folder, please add

karl.aiginger@querdenkereuropa.at to your personal address book. Thank you!

Follow us on Facebook @querdenkereuropa

www.querdenkereuropa.at
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